Card Template - Trifold Window Card

Create a drama3c opening for your card using both sides of your pa;erned paper!
Supplies Needed
• 5.25” x 12” Double-sided patterned paper (DSP)
• 5.5” x 4.25” Coordinating cardstock
• 3.75” x 5” Basic White cardstock
• Punch or Dies to create a window
• Basic White cardstock to cut out window shape insert
• Coordinating cardstock to create a frame around the window
• Scraps to create decor for the card front
Optional Supplies
• Pair of same shaped dies that nest together (two sizes)
• Cut & Emboss Machine
Directions (using optional supplies)
1. Score the 5.25” x 12” patterned paper 4” in from each side. Fold on these score lines
towards the center of the strip of paper overlapping one side over the other (trifold).
Press with a bone folder.
2. Use the smaller of the two nesting shaped dies to cut out a shape in the top Plap of the
trifold. Be sure to open up the trifold card Pirst before cutting. This will be the window
on the card front. (The shape that gets cut out of this patterned paper is extra)
3. Use the same smaller die to cut out a shape in Basic White cardstock (for the greeting).
4. Cut out a frame for the window on the front of the card using two sizes of the same
shaped dies nested together on coordinating cardstock and running through the Cut &
Emboss Machine. (The smaller shape that gets cut out this time will also be extra)
5. Using liquid glue attach the frame to the card front around the window hole. Then close
the card and using liquid glue attach the Basic White cardstock shape to the second
trifold layer by inserting it through the window. This will ensure that the frame and the
insert are perfectly aligned.
6. Stamp greeting of choice on the Basic White shape.
7. Decorate/embellish around the frame on the card front.
8. Attach 3.75” x 5” Basic White cardstock to inside of card for inside greeting.
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